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Site Furnishings Collections from Landscape Structures Create Harmony 

Three distinct collections put the finishing touches on playground environments 

Delano, Minn. (Feb. 5, 2013) — Landscape Structures Inc., a Delano, Minn.-based commercial 

playground equipment manufacturer, is excited to introduce three new site furnishings collections. The 

collections were designed to uniquely match new and existing playground designs as well as the 

surrounding environment. 

Whether park and playground planners are creating a modern, traditional or nature-inspired look for 

their projects, Landscape Structures’ site furnishings collections will put the finishing touches on the play 

environment. 

• The Designer Collection’s modern style and architectural details are the ideal complement to our 

Evos® and Weevos® playsystems. Use the Arches Bench, Bike Racks, and Recycling and Litter 

Receptacles to accentuate contemporary playground designs. 

• Pair the classic PlayBooster®, PlayShaper® and PlaySense® playsystems with the Vivid 

Collection. The colorful Kaleidoscope Bench, and Recycling and Litter Receptacles, along with 

the Loop Rack and TenderTuff Picnic Tables and Benches will coordinate perfectly with 

traditional playground designs. 

• Celebrate the great outdoors with the distinctive Nature-Inspired Collection. The Log Bench, 

Acorn Seat, Leaf Bike Rack, Wood-Grain Bench and much more will help complete a nature-

inspired playground design and blend in harmoniously with the natural environment. 

The three new collections add to Landscape Structures’ already extensive site furnishings offerings. 

The company has various sizes of CoolToppers® shade systems that will meet a variety of needs—
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covering an entire playstructure, creating a covered gathering space or adding multiple shade points 

within the playground structure. Additionally, Landscape Structures designs and manufactures durable 

signs that welcome visitors, mark trails, educate park users and help complete a theme.  

Learn more about the new Designer, Vivid and Nature-Inspired Collections, and all the site 

furnishings available from Landscape Structures at playlsi.com. 

Since 1971, Landscape Structures Inc. has been the leading commercial playground equipment 

manufacturer in the world. The employee-owned company is committed to making the world a better 

place with active children thriving in leading communities year after year, generation after generation. 

Landscape Structures encourages outdoor play that develops healthy kids and a sustainable world by 

creating innovative products that are environmentally responsible. The company’s mission from day one 

has been to enhance children’s lives by fostering and creating inspiring play experiences while honoring 

the environment. 
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